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Performing Arts
Actor, Musician, Composer, Stage Manager, Director, Reporter, TV/Radio Announcer, Theatre Technician, Arts Teacher, Arts Research

Geography
Town & Regional Planner, Environmental Scientist, Lecturer, Teacher, Land Use Planner, Geographical Information System (GIS) Specialist, Cartographer, Teaching/Learning Aids Specialist, Consultant.

Tourism
Tour Guide, Travel Agent, Reservation Consultant, Personnel & Information Officer, Tourism & Travel, Marketing & Information Officer.

Visual Arts
Animator, Ceramist, Clothes & Fashion Designer, Colour Consultant, Display Artist, Graphic Designer, Interior Designer.

Religious Studies
Chaplain Minister of Religion, Religious Studies Teacher, Counsellor, Theological Lecturer or Theologian, Youth Worker.

History
Teacher, Lecturer, Archivists, Curators and Keepers of History in Museums, Tourist Guides, Researchers, Conservators of Public buildings and historical sites.

APPLICATION Procedure

All applicants must use the University of Namibia application forms available at the university or located on the University of Namibia website: www.unam.edu.na as their primary application.

CLOSING DATES:
Mature Age Entry Scheme Applications: 17 June
Postgraduate Applications: 08 July
Undergraduate Applications: 09 September
Undergraduate - Late Applications: 07 October
To register for a diploma programme, a candidate must hold an NSCC or equivalent qualification, obtained in not more than three (3) examination sittings, with a minimum score of 22 in five (5) subjects on the UNAM Evaluation Scale.

English is a compulsory subject and should have been obtained at English as First/Second Language NSCC Ordinary level, symbol D or higher.

A candidate can be admitted to the programme through the University’s Mature Age Entry Scheme.

**ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS:**
- To register for a diploma programme, a candidate must hold an NSCC or equivalent qualification, obtained in not more than three (3) examination sittings, with a minimum score of 22 in five (5) subjects on the UNAM Evaluation Scale.
- English is a compulsory subject and should have been obtained at English as First/Second Language NSCC Ordinary level, symbol D or higher.
- A candidate can be admitted to the programme through the University’s Mature Age Entry Scheme.

**DIPLOMA TRANSLATION**

**ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS:**
To be admitted to this programme, a student must be in possession of a Bachelor’s degree or a recognised equivalent qualification. A candidate should obtain a minimum of 25 points on the UNAM Evaluation Point Scale in his/her five (5) best subjects (of which English must be one) to be admitted to undergraduate studies.

**ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS:**
- To register for an undergraduate degree programme, a candidate must hold a valid Namibian Senior Secondary Certificate (NSCC) or a recognised equivalent qualification.
- English is a compulsory subject and should normally have been obtained at a Second Language at NSCC level with a minimum C-symbol (B-symbol for Bachelor of Arts: English), or English as a First Language at NSCC level with a minimum D-symbol (C-symbol for Bachelor of Arts: English).
- A candidate should obtain a minimum of 25 points on the UNAM Evaluation Point Scale in his/her five (5) best subjects (of which English must be one) to be admitted to undergraduate studies.
- Admission can also be considered for applicants who qualify through the Mature Age Entry Scheme, upon successful completion of the relevant examinations as set out in the General Rules and Regulations.

**POSTGRADUATE Programmes**

**POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA HERITAGE CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT**

**ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS:**
- Bachelor’s degree or a recognised equivalent qualification in the areas of Social Sciences, that include, but not limited to History, Archaeology, Anthropology, African Studies, Ethnography, Tourism, Geography.

**MASTER OF ARTS**

**ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS:**
- Prospective candidates must be in possession of a relevant Bachelor’s Honours degree at NSCF level 8 with at least a C-grade average (i.e 60%) or a good postgraduate diploma with a minimum average of 60% from a recognised institution.
- The Faculty may award the degree Master of Arts (MA) in the following disciplines, subject to the general regulations for Master’s degree studies.

**DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY**

**ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS:**
- A four year Bachelor’s Honours degree with English as a major (Level 8) or an equivalent qualification is required, with a minimum average of 60%.